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Tes la Model S

 
By FORREST  CARDAMENIS

U.S. electronic automaker Tesla Motors' Model S is the ideal luxury passenger vehicle, according to research and
consulting firm AutoPacific, Inc.

Owing to its focus on technology, Tesla also unseated Porsche as the top brand to end its three-year reign. Tesla's
popularity points to a shift in concerns for today's drivers and further cements its growing reputation among luxury
consumers as they adapt environmental and technologically minded values.

"By asking vehicle owners if they would change various aspects of their vehicle if given the opportunity, we not only
identify problem areas and opportunities for improvement, but we also find out which manufacturers are truly hitting
the mark with owners," said George Peterson, president of AutoPacific.

The 2016 Ideal Vehicle Awards are based on responses from over 65,000 owners of 2015 and 2016 model year
vehicles. Consumers were surveyed after 90 days about how 15 different characteristics, including ride and
handling, interior storage, safety, technology and power and acceleration, compare with the owner's expectations at
time of buying.

Safety first
In luxury categories, Tesla's showing was strongest. The electric automaker entered the marketplace only eight
years ago but was declared the ideal luxury brand, with the Model S being named the top luxury car.
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Tesla Model S

Based on AutoPacific's surveys, 17 percent of consumers want simpler and more intuitive technology in their
vehicle, and 23 percent want more power and acceleration. Among Tesla owners, these numbers are 4 percent and
9 percent, respectively.

While Tesla took home the top luxury awards, the overall winner was the Volvo XC70, also crowned the top
aspirational luxury car. The Lincoln MKZ won the award for best luxury mid-size car, effectively ousting German
and British heritage brands from the top awards.

Once symbols of American excess, SUVs have emerged as one of the most popular vehicle classes, and luxury
brands have successfully made a name for themselves in the category. The Mercedes-Benz GLE Coupe was named
the best premium luxury crossover SUV, while the BMW X3 was awarded as the best crossover SUV.

BMW X3

Notably absent from all crossover and SUV categories is Land Rover, a brand whose name is closely connected
with such vehicles.

While luxury brands successfully responded to consumer demand with SUV models, other needs are either constant
or unaddressed. Over the past six years, the share of car owners wanting better technology in their vehicle has
actually increased, albeit slightly, from 27 percent to 29 percent.

Safety has also emerged as an increasing concern. Six years ago, 17 percent wanted more safety features; today that
number has jumped to 26 percent.

2017 Mercedes GLE Coupe

Because the Ideal Vehicle Awards measure results against expectations rather than overall performance or
satisfaction, they are tied heavily with marketing. Brands that oversell a feature of their car might come up short in
the awards, disappointing customers by virtue of the expectations they have created, not by the actual value they have
offered.

Shifting gears
The first 90 days of vehicle ownership are crucial, as satisfaction in that period correlates closely with repeat
business.

Despite mostly satisfactory showings in AutoPacific's Ideal Vehicle Awards, a recent J.D. Power study revealed that
mass brand automobiles have higher-quality new vehicles than their luxury counterparts.

While premium brands averaged 108 problems per 100 vehicles within the first three months of ownership, non-
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premium brands averaged 104. Initial quality is correlated with repeat business, suggesting that luxury brands should
get back to basics and improve quality control before proceeding to make sales (see story).

With twin concerns of safety and technology mounting, it is  no surprise that consumers view Tesla favorably. From
the beginning, the brand has sought to be a leader in the sector on those fronts, with recent developments bolstering
the commitment.

Last week, Tesla Motors unveiled the second part of its  "master plan."

The acquisition of SolarCity (see story) marked the completion of part one, which also included the creation and
distribution of three vehicles, culminating with an affordable, high-volume car, the Model 3. The new plan includes
more vehicles and a big rig to better address the consumer market, autonomous vehicles and an ambitious entry
into the world of public transportation (see story).
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